
Staff Report for July 19th 2017  
 

Programs 
Intro to Kayaking for Adults 8 Great new program! 

First Aid & CPR 13 

Sailing Lessons for Adults 18 

Become a Magician! (Magic Camp) 7 

Falcon Basketball Camp 21 

Beginning Guitar 5 

Beginning Drawing with Zentangle 0 

Chum Run 5K 75 

Skimboard Paint Workshop 15 12 chose the “bundle” option to do Skim Skool 

Family Music Camp 2 Families 

Swim Lessons Session 1 66 

Swim Team 61  

Running Club for Youth 9 

Open Water Swim Clinic: Goss Lake 4 

Open Water Swim Clinic: Seawall Park 4 

Art Camp 9 

Swim Lessons Session 2 68 

Skyhawks Multi-Sport Camp 19 

Skyhawks Mini-Hawk Camp 5 

Sailing Camp (Level 1) 12 Full plus waitlist 

Model Rockets 3 Cancel 

Jr. Tennis League 51 Cancelled varsity level (competing offering) 

 

CHUM RUN 5K 

It wasn’t as big of a turnout as we expected, but it was a fun race with lots of smiles coming across the finish 

line. We have ideas for expanding and reviving it a bit. 

 

SWIM PROGRAM REPORT 

In spite of some challenges with a chilly pool from a broken pump, swim lessons look great. The instructors are 

great. Expansion Update: Kristi is looking at getting trained to lead a parent/baby/tot swim lesson. We would be 

able to do this right in the middle of the pool, where there’s not much happening during lessons. 

 

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT… 

Intro to Kayak 

Well organized, great learning experience, covered all bases and actually had us involved in learning how to 

self-rescue in a kayak rather than just "tell" us how. | Covered a lot more of kayaking than I expected! | very 

informative, great instructors | The class was everything we required to feel competent to start Kayaking. | 

Extremely safety conscious | there was flexibility to change days to suit better weather | Yes, all aspects of the 

class description were covered and all equipment was provided. | Krista and Travis were fantastic! | Extremely 

knowledgeable. LOTS of handout info & videos via e-mail | Very attentive, and helpful | Yes, the instructors 

were amazingly patient and having three, allowed for one on one attention when it was required. They knew 

their facts and by having lots of various equipment we were able to try out and learn by doing. | The support and 

encouragement from the instructors. | The program instilled confidence in the waters of Whidbey Island. | The 

hands-on approach, where we were responsible for unloading and loading kayaks correctly, tying them down, 

learning self-rescue techniques, and joint rescue techniques, learning about the tides and currents, etc. | Learning 

how to do water rolls & reentering the kayak | Learning the self rescue procedure | The instructors were fun and 

caring, considerate of our fears. They paid attention to making sure all of us had mastered what we came to 

learn.  Future programs: Continue the class in advanced levels. | With the amount of physical requirements, time 



per class was just right. | This should be a requirement for any beginning kayaker | An intermediate and 

advanced class would be great, with Krista, Jeff and Travis!!! | I certainly am more knowledgeable about safety 

and necessary equipment and how to check for conditions | We just bought our kayaks and we plan on making it 

a part of our life. 

Magic Camp 

My child had a blast! | He's a very gifted teacher, and understands how to inspire / guide children out of their 

comfort zone to try something new. | I was thrilled with his enthusiasm and kindness. He was gentle with each 

student, honoring their individual needs and abilities. | Our child now performs several magic tricks each day! | 

Great teacher who understands kids, and knows how to blend teaching positive, ethical character habits with 

showmanship skills.| The class was interactive and the instructor was fun. | Offer it twice a year. | Learning 

magic was fun but the instructor made it more so with his enthusiasm, high energy, and enjoyment of children. 

Falcon Basketball Camp 

The positive energy from Coach Washington and his helpers | This is the second time my grandson has taken 

this camp and he's looking forward to doing it again | Make it longer 

Skimboard Painting Workshop 

The teacher is incredibly patient. My child is an amazing perfectionist and can be harder than most to deal with. 

This is our second year joining the camp and both have been amazing. |  The skim board is very good quality. It 

will last a long time. | Austin let Kaitlyn take paints home to finish painting her project. Very flexible | They are 

perfect. | what did you enjoy most about the experience? Painting the board | “Um, meeting new friends and 

painting skim boards" 

First Aid/CPR 

Overall, were you satisfied with this program? Yes 100.00% | Did your instructor teach the necessary 

fundamental skills? Yes 100.00% | Was your instructor respectful, approachable, helpful and 

knowledgeable? Yes 100.00% | Did your program meet advertised or stated objectives? Yes 100.00% | What 

did you appreciate most about the experience? Hands on cpr practice | Stream lined method CPR is easier to 

keep in my mind. Makes it seem less paniky and more like one could really help someone out. | What could we 

change to make this a better program? | Nothing - thorough and informative. | It was a little rushed at the end. 

More time? Or better management of time. Why did you sign up for this program? (requirement for work; 

caring for an older adult; caring for a child; etc) Required for work Requirement for work with infants and 

toddlers. 

Sailing for Adults 

Great instructors and lots of sailing fun. | Great Class ... I highly recommend it! | Great experience | Excellent 

instruction | Great people, lots of fun, good experience. | I was able to have 4 different instructors. Allowing to 

see different approaches | It was good to change instructors. Each has different areas they focus on, and the 

variety is great. | Thoroughly covered the basics, step by step, and with context. Were given just enough 

information needed as we learned different concepts - were not overwhelmed! | Had a variety of instructors - all 

good | Everyone was supportive and encouraging... and experienced sailors. | Very approachable. Very helpful. | 

The fact that the majority of learning was actually in a boat sailing (plenty of 'hands on') combined with the 

patience of expertise of the instructors ... a wonderful experience. | Most instructors shared their personal 

experiences | The learning environment was very supportive. | Lots of hands on sailing | Learning to sail. | I 

liked meeting the members of the yacht club and the other class members. Sailing the Pelicans was also a 

pleasure. | What could we change to make this a better program?:  Make the wind on Lone Lake a bit less 

chaotic? | maybe different type boats | How about an intermediate class on sailing ... which would begin where 

this one left off. There is so much more to learn. | Offer an intermediate/just-past-beginner adult class? Or offer 

opportunities for former students to crew Pelican races? | Can't think of anything except five days instead of 

four days with Friday being a make-up day. | Have already recommended it to several people! | Will and have 

recommended it 

Open Water Swim Clinic 

Overall, were you satisfied with this program? Yes 100.00% Did your instructor(s) teach the material as 

advertised and meet stated objectives? Yes 100.00%  Were your instructors respectful, reliable and 

knowledgeable? Yes 100.00% | What did you enjoy most about the experience? I appreciated Chad's 

enthusiasm for open water swimming and the opportunity to get in the water and practice a few things. | 

learning about safety and getting in the water at at the park in Langley | If it were offered, would you sign up for 



this program again, or recommend it to a friend? Yes 100.00% I wish the instructors could have provided 

contacts for groups on the South Island that do open water swimming. (They did a great job of this in a follow-

up email) 

 

Facilities and Grounds 
 Our dry season continues as we are dealing with many irrigation issues due to an aging irrigation 

system.  

 We just wrapped up the major All-Star tournament and as usual had many compliments on the facility.  

 The mini excavator was delivered last week and Dennis came by that day to check it out. It met with his 

approval.  

 At this point we are in full operation basically trying to keep up with mowing and pruning and weed 

trimming when we have time we are still trying to top dress and aerate areas that need attention.  

Director’s Items 
Meetings 
On June 22nd, Tom and I met with County Planning staff for the Pre-Application meeting for the Campground 
project. We received some informative feedback and have since received a Meeting report which I have al-
ready shared with the Commissioners and staff at JA.A. Brennan. More discussion on that in our regular 
agenda. On June 27th, I had an initial meeting on site with our new Grants Manager for RCO, Alison Greene. I 
briefed her on the current Campground project status and went through our proposed Capital Plan with her 
briefly, setting up a meeting on July 14th to go through it in more detail. During that phone meeting, we re-
vised the Capital Plan based on her knowledge of the Grant programs available through the RCO and updated 
the Spreadsheet. More Discussion on that in the Regular agenda. 

Upcoming Events 
July 19  SWPRD Regular Board Meeting-6pm Conference Room 

July 19  Concert in the Park-6:30-8pm-Moonlight Swing Orchestra 

July 29  Whidbey Island Triathlon-7am-2pm 

August 2  Concert in the Park-6:30-8pm-Norman Baker Band 

August 8  Port of South Whidbey Meeting-7pm-Recreation Room 

August 9  Beat the Heat Waterworks-1-2pm 

August 14 SWYSC Meeting-7pm-Conference Room 

August 16 SWPRD Board Meeting-6pm-Conference Room 

August 16 Concert in the Park-6:30-8pm- Quinn Fitzpatrick 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


